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Max Allan Collins & James L. Traylor

Spillane: King of 
Pulp Fiction

The first-ever biography of the most popular and most 
influential pulp writer of all time, written by the col-
laborator who knew him best

Beginning in 1947 with I, the Jury, and continuing 
with his next six novels, Mickey Spillane quickly be-
came the bestselling novelist in the history of Amer-
ican publishing. Surrounded by controversy for the 
overt violence and suggestive sexual content of his 
iconic Mike Hammer private eye novels, Spillane 
was loathed by critics but beloved by his readers. 
And the success of his tough, hard-boiled writing 
left a lasting mark on the mystery genre, inspiring 
scores of followers and indelibly shaping crime fic-
tion in the decades that followed. 

There is, however, more to the life of Frank Morri-
son Spillane than his books. Born in Brooklyn, raised 
in New Jersey, the young son of a bartender worked 
as a circus performer and fighter pilot before writing 
his famed novels, and went on to a career as an actor, 
a crimestopper, and a Miller Light spokesperson in 
commercials so popular they ran for twenty-five years.

These stories and more are included in Spillane: King 
of Pulp Fiction, the definitive biography of the Mys-
tery Writers of America Grand Master, written by 
the author’s friend and collaborator, Max Allan Col-
lins, and pulp fiction scholar James L. Traylor. 

“Spillane is a legend of the blood-soaked 
whodunit, a pioneer of tough guy ethics 
and New Age vengeance.” 
 —Washington Post

MAX ALLAN COLLINS, an MWA Grand Master, is the author of the Nathan Heller thrillers, the 
Quarry novels, and Road to Perdition.  He has completed thirteen posthumous Mickey Spillane novels.

JAMES L. TRAYLOR is an Edgar Award-nominated scholar of pulp fiction, and the author of the 
Dime Detective Companion.

HARDCOVER

BIOGRAPHY JANUARY

6 X 9 400 PP

ISBN 9781613163795

20 CQ TERRITORY A

$26.95 FP 10,000

MYSTERIOUS PRESS

MARKETING INFO

• Media tour
• Major review coverage
• Extensive pre-order campaign
• Advance reading copies
• Goodreads giveaways
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THOMAS PERRY is the bestselling author of over twenty novels, includ-
ing the critically acclaimed Jane Whitefield series, The Old Man, and The 
Butcher’s Boy, which won the Edgar Award. He lives in Southern California.

Thomas Perry

Murder Book

In this new thriller from the author of The Old 
Man, an ex-cop takes on a widespread criminal or-
ganization

When a sudden crime wave hits several small mid-
western towns, the U.S. Attorney for the region calls 
on Harry Duncan to investigate. An ex-cop known 
for his unorthodox methods, Duncan is reluctant to 
go up against a widespread criminal organization—
but the attorney in question is the wife who left him 
fifteen years earlier, and to her, he can’t say no.

Initially brought in as a consultant, Duncan quickly 
finds himself in conflict with a syndicate far more 
violent than first suspected. As the investigation 
develops, he begins compiling a “murder book,” the 
notebook in which a detective keeps records, in-
terviews, photos—everything he needs to build his 
case. But his scrutiny of the gang soon makes Dun-
can a target. 

A thrilling and suspenseful tour of crime-addled 
midwestern towns, Murder Book is signature Thom-
as Perry, with characters you won’t soon forget, 
crisply-described action sequences, and breathless-
ly-tense plotting that will keep you racing through 
the pages.

“One of the greatest living writers of sus-
pense fiction.”—New York Sun

“A modern master” 
 —Booklist

HARDCOVER

MYSTERY JANUARY

6 X 9 400 PP

ISBN 9781613163832

20 CQ TERRITORY A

$26.95 FP 20,000

MYSTERIOUS PRESS

MARKETING INFO

• Prepublication reading copies
• Major review coverage 
• Goodreads giveaways
• Book influencer buzz campaign
• Mystery and thriller advertising
• Library marketing

Mysterious Press



DAVID HANDLER is the Edgar Award-winning, critically acclaimed author 
of several bestselling mystery series, best known for his novels featuring Stew-
art Hoag and his trusty companion, Lulu. The Girl Who Took What She Wanted 
is the fourteenth in the series.

David Handler

The Girl Who Took What 
She Wanted

In this new installment of the Edgar-winning 
Stewart Hoag mystery series, the ghostwriting 
sleuth investigates a trail of murder amidst Holly-
wood’s rich and famous.

Nikki Dymtryk is Hollywood’s hottest reality TV 
star, known for her wild party lifestyle and prolific 
sexual conquests. But when the ratings for her show 
Being Nikki begin to drop, her family engineers a 
new plan to keep Nikki in the limelight: reinventing 
the young star as a bestselling author. Nikki’s team 
hires Stewart Hoag to ghostwrite a steamy romance 
novel showcasing the glitz and glamor of the Hol-
lywood elite.

Reluctantly, Hoagy flies out to L.A. with his trusty 
basset hound Lulu to see what he’s gotten himself 
into. But when he finally meets the starlet, she’s 
nothing like the aimless, airhead image she presents 
to the media. This project may just be the key to 
getting Hoagy’s creative juices flowing again—and 
staying in L.A. might also give him a chance at get-
ting back together with his actress ex-wife, Merilee. 

But as Hoagy gets closer to the young woman, he 
begins to uncover the Dymtryk family’s dark secrets. 
Secrets that are worth killing for...

“David Handler has spent decades writing 
mystery novels that don’t take themselves 
too seriously but are among the most sol-
idly crafted around”—New York Times

HARDCOVER

MYSTERY FEBRUARY

5.5 X 8.5 312 PP

ISBN 9781613163849

20 CQ TERRITORY A

$26.95 6,000

MYSTERIOUS PRESS

MARKETING INFO

• Prepublication reading copies
• Major review coverage 
• Goodreads giveaways
• Book influencer buzz campaign
• Mystery and thriller advertising
• Library marketing

Mysterious Press

A Stewart Hoag Mystery
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JOYCE CAROL OATES is the author of more than 70 books, including 
novels, short story collections, poetry volumes, plays, essays, and criticism, in-
cluding the national bestsellers We Were the Mulvaneys and Blonde. Among her 
many honors are the PEN/Malamud Award for Excellence in Short Fiction 
and the National Book Award.

Joyce Carol Oates

48 Clues into the  
Disappearance of My Sister

When a young woman mysteriously vanishes from 
her family home, her sister must tally up the clues to 
discover her fate.

After beautiful Marguerite suddenly vanishes from 
her small town in Upstate New York, the causes of 
her disappearance are entirely unclear. Was foul play 
involved? Or did she merely take an opportunity 
to get away for fun, or finally make the decision to 
leave behind her claustrophobic life of limited op-
portunities?

Her younger sister Gigi wonders if the flimsy silk 
Dior dress, so casually abandoned on the floor, is a 
clue. The police examine the footprints made by her 
Ferragamo boots leaving the house, ending abruptly.  
The events from the last day she was seen are con-
sidered and dissected. 

Bit by bit, like ripping the petals off a flower blos-
som, revelations about Marguerite and Gigi come 
into focus—and it’s revealed that their perfect home 
life wasn’t as pleasant as it seemed. And subtly, but 
with the unbearable suspense at which Joyce Carol 
Oates excels, clues mount up to bring to light the 
fate of the missing beauty.

“Few writers better illuminate the mind’s 
most disturbing corners.” 
 —Seattle Times

HARDCOVER

MYSTERY MARCH

6 X 9 288 PP

ISBN 978161 3163818

24 CQ TERRITORY A

$26.95 FP 15,000

MYSTERIOUS PRESS

MARKETING INFO

• Prepublication reading copies
• Major review coverage 
• Goodreads giveaways
• Book influencer buzz campaign
• Mystery and thriller advertising
• Library marketing
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ANDREW WELSH-HUGGINS is a Columbus, Ohio-based Associated 
Press reporter, the editor of Columbus Noir, and the author of the Andy 
Hayes series.

Andrew Welsh-Huggins

The End of the Road

Fast-paced rural crime fiction from the editor of 
Columbus Noir

Myles’s courtroom testimony should have put Pryor, 
behind bars after the bank robbery gone wrong, yet 
somehow Pryor got off scot-free while Myles served 
time. Now, upon his release, Myles decides he is 
done with his life of crime—a change that will only 
be possible if he can kill Pryor and turn over a new 
leaf. Pryor has other ideas, and the collision between 
these two deadly forces soon leaves the ex-con in 
critical condition, clinging to life in a hospital bed.

With Myles in recovery, it’s up to his girlfriend 
Penny to avenge her lover and salvage their chance 
at normalcy. As Pryor and his cronies prepare for 
their biggest score yet–stealing the legendary for-
tune said to be hidden in a farmhouse outside their 
small Ohio town–Penny is hot on their heels. But is 
she prepared for the carnage Pryor will wreak on the 
path to his prize?

With characters as sharply drawn as those in a Den-
nis Lehane novel and a rich Midwestern setting, The 
End of the Road is a fast-paced rural noir that an-
nounces Andrew Welsh-Huggins as one of the most 
powerful voices in the mystery world.

“Hard-boiled All-American noir with an 
edge that could cut your fingers as you 
feverishly turn the pages.” 
 —David Gordon

HARDCOVER

MYSTERY APRIL

6 X 9 312 PP

ISBN 9781613163825

20 CQ TERRITORY W

$26.95 FP 7,000

MYSTERIOUS PRESS

MARKETING INFO

• Prepublication reading copies
• Major review coverage 
• Goodreads giveaways
• Book influencer buzz campaign
• Mystery and thriller advertising
• Library marketing
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New
In

Paperback

Rescue artist Jane Whitefield leads a deadly crime syn-
dicate on a wild chase through the Northeast

Jane Whitefield helps people disappear. Fearing for 
their lives, fleeing dangerous situations, her clients 
come to her when they need to vanish completely. 

Her newest comes fresh from LA with a whole lot 
of trouble behind her. After she cheated on her boy-
friend, he dragged her to the home of the offending 
man and made her watch as he killed him. She tes-
tified against the boyfriend, but a bribed jury acquit-
ted him, and now he’s free and on her trail.

Jane agrees to help, and it soon becomes clear that 
outsmarting the murderous boyfriend is not beyond 
Jane’s skills. But the boyfriend has some new friends: 
members of a Russian organized crime brotherhood, 
intent to capture not only Sara but Jane, whose se-
crets could be worth millions. 

Thus begins a bloodthirsty chase that winds through 
the cities of the northeast before finally plunging 
into Maine’s Hundred Mile Wilderness. But in a 
pursuit where nothing can be trusted, one thing is 
certain: only one party—Jane or her pursuers—will 
emerge alive. 

“A brooding, peripatetic stunner.”  
 —CrimeReads

“Nonstop action, relentless tension.”  
 —Publishers Weekly

PAPERBACK

THRILLER JANUARY

5.5 X 8.25 312 PP

ISBN 9781613163665

20 CQ TERRITORY A

$16.95

MYSTERIOUS PRESS

The Left-Handed Twin
Thomas Perry

THOMAS PERRY is the bestselling author of over twenty novels, includ-
ing the critically acclaimed Jane Whitefield series, The Old Man, and The 
Butcher’s Boy, which won the Edgar Award. He lives in Southern California.

A Jane Whitefield Novel

8 Mysterious Press



David Handler

The Lady in the 
Silver Cloud

An unassuming dowager is found murdered in her 
luxury Manhattan apartment

A 1955 Rolls-Royce Silver Cloud is a fantastically 
expensive car, especially in the pristine condition of 
the one owned by Muriel Cantrell. Living in a luxury 
apartment building on Central Park West, the deli-
cate, sweet 75-year-old woman is a neighbor of Mer-
ilee Nash, the beautiful movie star, and Stuart Hoag, 
failed literary star-turned-celebrity ghostwriter.

Apparently universally beloved in her building, res-
idents are shocked when Muriel is murdered after a 
Halloween party. Who in the world would want to 
harm the silver-haired lady whose major vices were 
buying shoes and Chanel suits and watching day-
time soap operas?

Lieutenant Romaine Very of the NYPD is called 
to investigate and seeks help from his friend Hoagy 
who, along with his basset hound Lulu, has been an 
invaluable aide in the st. And together, they soon 
learn of the unexpected source of Muriel’s wealth, 
the history of her early years at the Copacabana, 
her desperate meth-head nephew, and her wealthy 
neighbors, who have secrets of their own.

“Adultery, blackmail, trick-or-treaters, un-
seemly ties to organized crime, and New 
York in the 1990s. What’s not to like?” 
 —Kirkus

PAPERBACK

MYSTERY JULY

5.5 X 8.25 288 PP

ISBN 9781613164006

20 CQ TERRITORY A

$16.95

MYSTERIOUS BOOKSHOP

New
In

Paperback

9

DAVID HANDLER is the Edgar Award-winning, critically acclaimed 
author of several bestselling mystery series, best known for his novels featuring 
Stewart Hoag and his trusty companion, Lulu. The Lady in the Silver Cloud is 
the thirteenth in the series.

Mysterious Press

A Stewart Hoag Mystery



New
In

Paperback

Joe the Bouncer seeks the killer of NYC’s most de-
sirable escorts in the newest caper in “a unique and 
worthwhile series” (CrimeReads)

Ex-Special Forces agent Joe Brody is getting his life 
back together, living with his grandmother in Queens 
and working as a bouncer at a strip club. The only 
catch is that his childhood friend Gio Caprisi, now 
head of New York’s Italian Mafia, relies on Joe’s ex-
tra-legal expertise when things get particularly nasty 
on the streets—where, in an agreement between Gio 
and the rest of the city’s biggest crime syndicates, it’s 
understood that Joe is the sheriff for an industry that 
doesn’t call the cops.

Most recently, New York’s criminal underworld has 
been shaken by the kidnapping of its most successful 
call girls. To find the missing women, Joe plunges into 
the seediest fringes of Manhattan and its surrounding 
boroughs, populated with memorable characters that 
add humor and heart to this fast-paced caper. 

There is still sleaze behind the pristine veneer of 21st 
century New York, and Gordon, whose writing is 
often compared to Donald E. Westlake and Elmore 
Leonard, knows all the best places to find it.

DAVID GORDON was born in New York City. His first novel, The Serialist, 
won the VCU/Cabell First Novel Award and was a finalist for an Edgar 
Award. It was also made into a major motion picture in Japan. His work has 
also appeared in The Paris Review, The New York Times, Purple, and Fence, 
among other publications.

David Gordon

The Wild Life

“Gordon’s found his groove in this one.”
 —Publishers Weekly

“One wild ride.”—Kirkus

PAPERBACK

THRILLER APRIL

5.5 X 8.25 330 PP

ISBN 9781613164013

20 CQ TERRITORY A

$16.95

MYSTERIOUS PRESS

A Joe the Bouncer Mystery
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11Scarlet

E. V. ADAMSON is a pseudonym of award-winning journalist and author 
Andrew Wilson. He is the author of four acclaimed biographies, including 
one on Patricia Highsmith, and four Agatha Christie novels, which feature the 
Queen of Crime as a series sleuth.

E.V. Adamson

Murder Grove

Death seems to follow her: two murders, three de-
cades apart…

In 1990, within the deceptively peaceful woods 
of her Sussex neighborhood, Mia witnesses the 
brutal murder of her mother and wakes up in a 
shallow grave. A man confesses to the murder and 
later dies in prison, but Mia never comes to terms 
with her mother’s death.

After another brush with tragedy in 2021, Mia 
and her boyfriend Rich move from London to a 
small Spanish village where they can begin a new 
life. At first, Val Verde seems to be everything 
they could wish for. But when a body is found 
in the olive grove outside of town, they realize 
that their would-be safe haven harbors a terrible 
secret. Will they discover the deadly root of evil 
before it’s too late?

Breathlessly paced with an atmospheric setting, 
Murder Grove is a twisty psychological thriller 
from the author of Five Strangers.

“Shares [Patricia Highsmith’s] ruthless 
cynicism and clear-eyed view of human 
nature. . . . A heady tale of distrust and 
disillusion”—The Times

HARDCOVER

SUSPENSE JANUARY

6 X 9 312 PP

ISBN 9781613163733

20 CQ TERRITORY Y

$26.95 5,000

SCARLET

MARKETING INFO

• Prepublication reading copies
• Major review coverage 
• Goodreads giveaways
• Book influencer buzz campaign
• Mystery and thriller advertising
• Library marketing



12 Scarlet

ANNETTE LYON is a USA Today bestseller, Whitney Award-winner, and 
eight-time recipient of Utah’s Best of State Medal for fiction, four times each 
for novel-length and short fiction.

Cover Not Finalized

Annette Lyon

Just One More

A librarian investigates her husband’s dark past 
and winds up dead. Now it’s up to her best friend to 
uncover the truth.

Becca’s life is turned upside down when she finds 
Jenn dead in the bathtub. Soon she begins to un-
spool the secrets Jenn kept in life, including a trou-
bled marriage to Rick and two dead wives in his 
past. The more Becca learns, the more determined 
she becomes to get justice for Jenn, even if the clues 
surrounding her death aren’t quite adding up….

Over a year before her death, Jenn begins to notice 
her husband acting strangely. Using her skills as a 
librarian, she digs into Rick’s past—and falls down 
a rabbit hole far deeper and darker than she bar-
gained for. She’s already beaten the odds by living 
longer than his other dead wives. But now she fears 
her time is up.

This page-turning story of marriage, friendship, and 
motherhood is a first foray into thriller by USA To-
day bestseller Annette Lyon.

“Left me hungrily turning pages till the 
end. ”—Emily Bleeker on  
The Girl in Gray

HARDCOVER

SUSPENSE MARCH

6 X 9 312 PP

ISBN 9781613163757

20 CQ TERRITORY W

$26.95 8,000

SCARLET

MARKETING INFO

• Prepublication reading copies
• Major review coverage 
• Goodreads giveaways
• Book influencer buzz campaign
• Mystery and thriller advertising
• Library marketing
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ALICE SLATER is a writer, editor and podcaster based in London. She co-
hosts the “What Page Are You On?” podcast with Bethany Rutter. Death of a 
Bookseller is her first novel.

Alice Slater

Death of a Bookseller

A disaffected bookseller develops a dangerous obses-
sion in this dark and twisty debut.

Roach would rather be listening to the latest episode 
of her favorite true crime podcast than assisting the 
boring and predictable customers at her local branch 
of the bookstore Spines, where she’s worked her en-
tire adult life. A serious true crime junkie, Roach looks 
down her nose at the pumpkin-spice-latte-drinking 
casual fans who only became interested in the genre 
once it got trendy. But when Laura, a pretty and char-
ismatic children’s bookseller, arrives to help rejuvenate 
the struggling bookstore branch, Roach recognizes in 
her an unexpected kindred spirit.

Despite their common interest in true crime, Laura 
keeps her distance from Roach. Undeterred, Roach 
learns everything she can about her new colleague, 
eventually uncovering Laura’s traumatic family his-
tory. When Roach realizes that she may have come 
across her very own true crime story, interest swiftly 
blooms into a dangerous obsession.

A darkly funny suspense novel, Death of a Booksell-
er raises ethical questions about the fervor for true 
crime and how we handle stories that don’t belong 
to us.

“Utterly unforgettable.” 
 —Catherine Ryan Howard

“A dark masterpiece.” 
 —Catriona Ward

HARDCOVER

SUSPENSE APRIL

6 X 9 312 PP

ISBN 9781613163771

20 CQ TERRITORY Y

$26.95 10,000

SCARLET

MARKETING INFO

• Prepublication reading copies
• Major review coverage 
• IndieNext campaign
• Book influencer buzz campaign
• Mystery and thriller advertising
• Library marketing



14 American Mystery Classics

STUART PALMER (1905–1968) was an American author of mysteries, 
best remembered today for his Hildegarde Withers series and the classic 
films they inspired, which starred Edna May Oliver as the sleuthing school-
teacher.

In this classic whodunnit, crime-solving teacher Hil-
degarde Withers discovers a dead body while on a trip 
to the New York Aquarium with her third-grade class.

For the third graders at Jefferson School, a field 
trip is always a treat. But one day at the New York 
Aquarium, they get much more excitement than 
they bargained for. A pickpocket sprints past, sto-
len purse in hand, and is making his way to the exit 
when their teacher, the prim Hildegarde Withers, 
knocks him down with her umbrella. 

By the time the police and the security guards finish 
arguing about what to do with Chicago Lew, he has 
escaped, and Miss Withers has found something far 
more interesting: a murdered stockbroker floating in 
the penguin tank. With the help of Detective Os-
car Piper, this no-nonsense spinster embarks on her 
first of many adventures. The mystery is baffling, the 
killer dangerous, but for a woman who can control 
a gaggle of noisy third graders, murder isn’t fright-
ening at all.

The Penguin Pool Murder is part of the Hildegarde 
Withers Mysteries series, which also includes The 
Puzzle of the Happy Hooligan, also available from 
American Mystery Classics.

Introduction By
OTTO PENZLER

Also Available in Hardcover
$25.95; ISBN 9781613163894

PAPERBACK

MYSTERY JANUARY

5.25 X 8 288 PP

ISBN 9781613163979

24 CQ TERRITORY W

$15.95

AMERICAN MYSTERY CLASSICS

The Penguin Pool Murder
Stuart Palmer

A Hildegarde Withers Mystery
“One of the world’s shrewdest and most 
amusing detectives.”—New York Times
Also Available:
• The Puzzle of the  
Happy Hooligan



John Dickson Carr

The Red Widow Murders

A man falls dead in a guarded room, and Sir Henry 
Merrivale searches for a devilishly-clever killer.

They say that Lord Mantling’s mansion is haunted— 
at least, one room of it is, the room known as The 
Red Widow’s Chamber, host to a century of unsolved 
horrors.

Now, in 1935, eight men and women join at the 
manor for a sinister experiment to determine the 
truth behind the haunting once and for all: they 
each draw a card, and whoever pulls the Ace of 
Spades must spend a night in that terrifying room. 
But the challenge turns fatal when the man select-
ed for the task is found poisoned the next morning 
when the doors are opened. The locked room was 
guarded all night, so nobody could have entered or 
escaped; what’s more, the deadly toxin could only 
have entered through a break in the skin, but no 
wounds were discovered on the body.

Is this evidence, at last, of a nefarious spirit at work, 
or of a diabolical and ingenious killer? Only Sir 
Henry Merrivale, called in to take note of the night’s 
proceedings, will be able to examine the clues and 
deduce the truth.

The Master of the Locked-Room Mystery
Also Available:

JOHN DICKSON CARR (1906-1977) was one of the greatest writers of the 
American Golden Age mystery, and one of the only American authors to be 
included in England’s legendary Detection Club. Though he was born and died 
in the United States, Carr began his writing career while living in England, 
where he remained for nearly twenty years. 

PAPERBACK

MYSTERY FEBRUARY

5.25 X 8 288 PP

ISBN 9781613163955

24 CQ TERRITORY W

$15.95

AMERICAN MYSTERY CLASSICS

Introduction by
TOM MEAD

Also Available in Hardcover
$25.95; ISBN 9781613163900

15American Mystery Classics

• The Plague Court 
Murders 
• The Crooked Hinge

• The Eight of Swords
• The Mad Hatter  
Mystery

A Sir Henry Merrivale Mystery



Vincent Starrett

Dead Man Inside

A wealthy dilettante is on the trail of a killer with a 
penchant for theatrics in this cozy mystery by the au-
thor of Murder on “B” Deck.

A strange sight greets Chicago haberdashery clerk 
Rufus Ker as he prepares to begin his workday by 
unlocking the door to Bluefield, Inc. A sign is at-
tached to the glass. It reads: DEAD MAN IN-
SIDE! I AM DEAD. THIS STORE WILL NOT 
OPEN TO-DAY.

Once inside, Rufus is relieved to discover the shop is 
still in one piece and assumes the sign to be a prank. 
But no one is laughing when Rufus realizes the 
dummy in the window is no dummy at all. It’s the 
body of his boss, Amos Bluefield, and unfortunately 
this is only the beginning.…

Scientist, explorer, and former intelligence officer 
Walter Ghost has come to Chicago to research some 
history, but after a stint in the hospital due to appen-
dicitis, he quickly finds himself investigating a string 
of puzzling murders. Ghost is certainly no stranger 
to playing detective, but if he’s not careful, he’s about 
to get more familiar with the hospital.

Vincent Starrett (1886–1974) was a Chicago journalist who became one of 
the world’s foremost experts on Sherlock Holmes, perhaps best known today 
for The Private Life of Sherlock Holmes, an imaginative biography of the great 
detective.

PAPERBACK

MYSTERY MARCH

5.25 X 8 264 PP

ISBN 9781613163948

24 CQ TERRITORY W

$15.95

AMERICAN MYSTERY CLASSICS

Introduction By
OTTO PENZLER

Also Available in Hardcover
$25.95; ISBN 9781613163917

16 American Mystery Classics

“This definitely merits being labeled an 
American Mystery classic.”—PW

Also Available:
• The Great Hotel 
Murder

• Murder on “B” Deck



Dolores Hitchens

The Alarm of the Black Cat

This classic mystery features a family feud, feline inter-
vention, and the spirited septuagenarian sleuth from 
The Cat Saw Murder.

A strange encounter with a little girl named Clau-
dia and a dead toad sparks elderly detective fiction 
fan Rachel Murdock’s obsessive curiosity, and she 
winds up renting the house next door just to see 
how things play out. But soon after she and her cat 
Samantha move in, Rachel realizes they’ve landed 
right in the middle of a deadly love triangle that’s 
created animosity among the three families who 
now surround her.

When Rachel finds Claudia’s great-grandmother 
dead in her basement, she reaches out to a friend in 
the LAPD to solve the crime. They soon learn the 
three households have been torn apart by one hus-
band’s infidelity and a complicated will that could 
lead to a fortune. In a house plagued by forbidden 
love, regret, and greed, Rachel will have to trust her 
intuition, as well as Samantha’s instincts, to survive―
and keep Claudia out of the hands of a killer whose 
work has just begun.…

“An appealing Jessica Fletcher antecedent.”
 —PW

Also Available:

DOLORES HITCHENS (1907–1973) was a highly prolific mystery author 
who wrote under multiple pseudonyms and in a range of styles. A large num-
ber of her books were published under the D. B. Olsen moniker (under which 
her “Cat” series was originally published), but she is perhaps best remembered 
today for her later novel, Fool’s Gold, published under her own name.

PAPERBACK

MYSTERY JUNE

5.25 X 8 288 PP

ISBN 9781613163924

24 CQ TERRITORY W

$15.95

AMERICAN MYSTERY CLASSICS

Introduction by
DAVID HANDLER

Also Available in Hardcover
$25.95; ISBN 9781613163276

17American Mystery Classics

• The Cat Saw Murder



Highlights from
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Charlotte Armstrong, The Chocolate Cobweb 
Introduced by A. J. Finn

Charlotte Armstrong, The Unsuspected

Anthony Boucher, The Case of the Baker Street Irregulars
Anthony Boucher, Rocket to the Morgue

Introduced by F. Paul Wilson

Fredric Brown, The Fabulous Clipjoint
Introduced by Lawrence Block

John Dickson Carr, The Crooked Hinge
Introduced by Charles Todd

John Dickson Carr, The Mad Hatter Mystery
John Dickson Carr, The Plague Court Murders

Introduced by Michael Dirda

Todd Downing, Vultures in the Sky
Introduced by James Sallis

All Titles Introduced by Otto Penzler
Unless Otherwise Noted
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Mignon G. Eberhart, Murder by an Aristocrat
Introduced by Nancy Pickard

Erle Stanley Gardner, The Case of the Baited Hook
Erle Stanley Gardner, The Case of the Careless Kitten

Erle Stanley Gardner, The Case of the Borrowed Brunette
Erle Stanley Gardner, The Case of the Shoplifter’s Shoe

Frances Noyes Hart, The Bellamy Trial
Introduced by Hank Phillippi Ryan

H.F. Heard, A Taste for Honey

Dolores Hitchens, The Cat Saw Murder
Introduced by Joyce Carol Oates

Dorothy B. Hughes, Dread Journey
Introduced by Sarah Weinman

All Titles Introduced by Otto Penzler
Unless Otherwise Noted
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Dorothy B. Hughes, Ride the Pink Horse
Introduced by Sara Paretsky

Dorothy B. Hughes, The So Blue Marble

W. Bolingbroke Johnson, The Widening Stain
Introduced by Nicholas A. Basbanes

Baynard Kendrick, The Odor of Violets

Jonathan Latimer, Headed for a Hearse
Introduced by Max Allan Collins

Frances and Richard Lockridge, Death on the Aisle

John P. Marquand, Your Turn, Mr. Moto
Introduced by Lawrence Block

Stuart Palmer, The Puzzle of the Happy Hooligan

Otto Penzler, ed., Golden Age Detective Stories

All Titles Introduced by Otto Penzler
Unless Otherwise Noted
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Otto Penzler, ed., Golden Age Locked Room Mysteries

Ellery Queen, The American Gun Mystery
Ellery Queen, The Chinese Orange Mystery

Ellery Queen, The Dutch Shoe Mystery
Ellery Queen, The Egyptian Cross Mystery
Ellery Queen, The Siamese Twin Mystery

Patrick Quentin, A Puzzle for Fools

Clayton Rawson, Death from a Top Hat

Craig Rice, Eight Faces at Three
Introduced by Lisa Lutz

Craig Rice, Home Sweet Homicide

Mary Roberts Rinehart, The Haunted Lady
Mary Roberts Rinehart, Miss Pinkerton

Introduced by Carolyn Hart
Mary Roberts Rinehart, The Wall

All Titles Introduced by Otto Penzler
Unless Otherwise Noted
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Joel Townsley Rogers, The Red Right Hand
Introduced by Joe R. Lansdale

Roger Scarlett, Cat’s Paw
Introduced by Curtis Evans

Vincent Starrett, The Great Hotel Murder
Introduced by Lyndsay Faye

Vincent Starrett, Murder on “B” Deck
Introduced by Raymond Betzner

Phoebe Atwood Taylor, The Cape Cod Mystery

S.S. Van Dine, The Benson Murder Case
Introduced by Ragnar Jonasson

Cornell Woolrich, The Bride Wore Black
Introduced by Eddie Muller

All Titles Introduced by Otto Penzler
Unless Otherwise Noted
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Cornell Woolrich, Deadline at Dawn
Introduced by David Gordon

Cornell Woolrich, Waltz into Darkness
Introduced by Wallace Stroby

All Titles Introduced by Otto Penzler
Unless Otherwise Noted




